
Clip-Less Curves  Supplies & Prep             April 
2017

Supply List:
6x24” (or longer) quilting ruler .
10-1/2” square ruler (or larger) for trimming --- this is important.
sewing machine, in good running order, preferably with your manual.
general sewing supplies: scissors, pins, snips, thread, ripper, etc.
stiletto or bamboo knitting needle, for guiding fabric through feed-dogs.
rotary cutter (45mm or 28mm) with very fresh blade. Important.
1/4” Presser-Foot  or a machine that has 1/4” marks on the throat-plate). 
template plastic: two 12-inch-square pieces.
two bobbins pre-wound in a neutral or matching thread. 
24x36" cutting mat

Fabric Amounts: 
Wall-Hanging, about 40 x 40” --- For this size, you will need 16 
squares, which means choosing at least 6 or 7 fabrics, half- 
yard each, for a total of about 3 or 3-1/2 yards of fabric. 
There will be extras, because some turn out better than others 
and this gives you choice.

It works better to use half-yard cuts rather than fat quarters. 
You can get three 12-inch squares out of each half-yard and 
have scraps left for the piano-keys border.  For two or three of 
your favorite fabrics you can double this and get one yard cuts. 
A fat quarter can work, but will yield only one 12-inch square. 

Note: For first class, you only need six of the 12-inch 
squares, one each of six different fabrics. I will be 
bringing practice fabrics for you to do your first set of 
Red Onion blocks. Then after you understand the 
technique, you will start with your own fabrics. 
Generally, students complete 12 blocks during the first 
class (6 practice and 6 real).



Choosing Your Fabrics
What I strongly recommend is a mixture of lights & mediums, or
mediums & darks. I wouldn’t include all three 
(light/medium/dark) unless you like very strong contrast, with 
some fabrics that “pop.”  In my sample, I chose mostly lights 
and mediums because I wanted low contrast and a soft look. 
                                                                                           

Have your fabrics laundered & ironed before your first 
session. If you have time beforehand you can cut six 12-inch 
squares, but it can also be done in class.

I recommend coming into the shop sometime before the class 
to purchase the supplies needed so you can use the full class 
time to learn. Also if you’ve registered and you bring this list 
into the shop, you’ll receive a 10% discount on anything 
purchased for the class. 

I'm available for help in choosing color combinations. Call me to
arrange a time. Or if you have any questions, please feel free to
contact me.

Marie Marcella         828. 350. 0989            
marie@emeraldquilts.com
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